New-generation ESD-protection devices need no $V_{CC}$ connection
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Introduction

As digital and analog ICs grow increasingly sensitive to electrostatic-discharge (ESD) damage due to their shrinking process nodes, discrete ESD-protection diodes have become necessary to guarantee sufficient system-level ESD protection. In the past, the $V_{CC}$ connection was added to diodes to reduce their junction capacitance. With the advent of new diode technology, this is no longer required. This article explains the $V_{CC}$ connection’s necessity in the past and the advantages of not having to use it in the present.

ESD is the release of built-up static electricity when two objects of different electric potential come into contact. For example, on a dry winter day, up to 20 kV of ESD can build up simply from packing a printed circuit board (PCB) into a foam-lined box. To ensure that electronic end equipment is immune to everyday ESD events, discrete diodes with more robust ESD ratings than the standard 2-kV human-body model (HBM) are often required. The ESD rating of discrete diodes is directly proportional to the area of the diode’s p-n junction; however, the bigger the junction, the larger is the parasitic capacitance. In order not to compromise a diode’s ESD rating, adding a $V_{CC}$ connection is one IC design technique that effectively decreases the diode’s parasitic capacitance, but at the risk of damaging any other device connected to $V_{CC}$. However, recent improvements in process technologies have allowed diode designers to remove the $V_{CC}$ connection while still guaranteeing a high ESD rating with low capacitance.

Diode characteristics

A diode is the most basic semiconductor device. It is made from a p-type and an n-type junction and has two terminals: an anode at the p-type end and a cathode at the n-type end (Figure 1). When a large enough voltage is applied from the cathode to the anode (reverse biasing), the diode enters its breakdown region and, in theory, can conduct an infinite amount of current at zero resistance. A voltage applied in the other direction (forward biasing) causes the diode to enter its forward-conducting region. Figure 2 shows the IV curve of a basic diode with the anode grounded and voltage swept across the cathode. While there are many types of diodes made for different applications, the topic under discussion is ultrafast-response diodes made for ESD-protection applications. These diodes can respond to a high ESD voltage very quickly and clamp thousands of volts to just tens of volts in a matter of nanoseconds by shunting the ESD current to ground.

There are two contributing factors to a diode’s parasitic capacitance: junction capacitance (due to charge variation in the depletion layer) and diffusion capacitance (due to excess carriers in the quasi-neutral region). Junction capacitance dominates in the reverse-biased region, which is the
usual application region for ESD diodes. The junction capacitance of a diode is characterized by

\[ C_j(V) = A \sqrt{\frac{e_{Si} q}{2} \left( \frac{N_A N_D}{N_A + N_D} \right) \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{\phi_0 - V_A}} \right)} \]

with the following definitions:

- \( A \) is the area of the junction.
- \( e_{Si} \) is the dielectric constant of silicon.
- \( q \) is one coulomb charge.
- \( N_A \) is the acceptor doping concentration.
- \( N_D \) is the donor doping concentration.
- \( \phi_0 \) is the built-in voltage of the junction.
- \( V_A \) is the bias voltage applied on the junction.

On the application level, the more \( V_A \) is applied, the lower the junction capacitance will be (Figure 3). This is the reason why older diode technology required a \( V_{CC} \) bias in order to adjust \( V_A \) and bring down the parasitic capacitance. Having a \( V_{CC} \) connection also allows a systems engineer to add a large capacitor at the \( V_{CC} \) node (Figure 4), which serves as a charge reservoir to absorb some extra ESD energy, thus increasing ESD protection incrementally.
Using high-speed diodes for ESD protection

To design a low-capacitance diode structure with a high ESD rating, a three-diode approach is often used (see Figures 5 and 6), for three reasons:

1. A diode can withstand much more current in the forward-conducting region than in the reverse-breakdown region.
2. Hiding Diode 1 with the Zener diode protects against positive ESD strikes.
3. Hiding Diode 2 protects against negative ESD strikes.

Two smaller hiding diodes are connected in series with a larger Zener diode because the hiding diodes’ smaller capacitance effectively hides the Zener diode’s large capacitance due to the series structure. During a positive ESD event, Hiding Diode 1 enters its forward-conducting region. The Zener diode enters its reverse-breakdown region, creating a path for ESD current to be shunted to ground without entering the device under protection. The size of the larger Zener diode allows it to withstand the large amount of current flow in its breakdown region. During a negative ESD event, Hiding Diode 2 enters its forward-conducting region and channels ESD energy directly to ground. During either event, the hiding diodes can handle the large amount of ESD current flow because they never break down and enter only the forward-conducting region.

Advantages of not using a \( V_{CC} \) connection

Diode-fabrication technology has made great improvements over the past few years that have enabled a lower junction capacitance without sacrificing a high ESD rating. These improvements are:

- Moving away from a lateral diode structure to a vertical diode structure
- Increased unit area ESD performance
- Less \( N_A \) and \( N_D \) doping to reach the same forward and breakdown voltages

These improvements mean a \( V_{CC} \) connection is no longer required to bring down the junction capacitance to support high-speed interfaces. Having no \( V_{CC} \) connection gives the systems engineer the following three advantages.

1. No current leakage into internal power supply

If a higher-voltage input signal is connected to the ESD diode I/O with a lower \( V_{CC} \) level, signal current could leak through Hiding Diode 1 into the \( V_{CC} \) and other devices connected on that node (Figure 7). This could damage either...
the power supply or any device connected to it. If $V_{CC}$ is not connected to the ESD diode, there is no such worry.

2. No ESD damage to internal power supply
During a positive ESD strike, $V_{CC}$ is along the ESD current's discharge path and experiences a voltage level that is one $V_P$ (~0.5 to 0.7 V) drop below the clamping voltage at the I/O. Although the power supply is very robust against ESD due to the shunt capacitor, this raised voltage level could very likely damage any device powered by the $V_{CC}$ (Figure 8). Again, if $V_{CC}$ is not connected to the ESD diode, there is no such worry.

3. No external capacitor necessary
ESD-diode process development at Texas Instruments (TI) is focusing on strengthening the overall p-n structure so it can withstand more ESD voltage. With TI’s new generation of ESD-protection diodes rated as high as 30 kV, an extra capacitor can improve the overall ESD rating only marginally. Using one will generally reach a point of diminishing returns. Not having a capacitor reduces the bill of materials count, saves on cost, and allows more PCB space for other critical devices.

Examples of TI’s new-generation ESD-protection devices
TI’s TPD2E2U06 ESD-protection device is a noteworthy example of the improvements made in diode technology. Unlike its predecessor, the TPD2E001 does not require a $V_{CC}$ connection but maintains the same capacitance, clamps to a lower voltage, and increases the ESD rating threefold. (See Table 1.) Other similar ESD-protection devices from TI include the TPD4E1U06, TPD4E1U06, and TPD4E05U06.

Conclusion
ESD-protection diodes that don’t require a $V_{CC}$ connection bring many advantages to the table. No capacitor is needed on the $V_{CC}$ pin to boost the ESD rating; this reduces component count, simplifies layout, and lowers placement cost. Having no $V_{CC}$ connection also guarantees no leakage into the power supply and no ESD damage to any internal nodes that otherwise would be connected to the power supply via $V_{CC}$.
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Table 1. Specifications of TPD2E001 versus TPD2E2U06

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPECIFICATIONS</th>
<th>TPD2E001</th>
<th>TPD2E2U06</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_{CC}$ connection</td>
<td>Recommended</td>
<td>Not required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact ESD (kV)</td>
<td>±8</td>
<td>±25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air ESD (kV)</td>
<td>±15</td>
<td>±30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{IN}$ (pF)*</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clamping voltage (V)**</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Capacitance measured at f = 1 MHz, $V_{BIAS} = 2.5$ V.
** Clamping voltage measured using TLP curve at 1 A, 100-ns pulse width.
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